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ªykonos and yet more Mykonos!

Take your time...

How to read QR Codes @ p. 2
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How to read QR codes
… you will need two things:
ñ A mobile smart phone with Camera and Web access
ñ A QR Code-reading software
Check whether the Read QR codes application is pre-installed in
your phone. If not, choose one available and install it.
To download a barcode reader, access the internet using your
mobile phone and then visit http://www.getscanlife.com/ -orhttp://www.tagem.com -or- http://m.lynkee.com.
Once the software has been installed, you can easily snap a
picture of a QR Code, and be directed to the appropriate
website. Δhe QR Codes in every section take you to the relevant
page of the site.

A story

istory

According to legend, the giants were
buried under immense, imposing
rocks, thereby creating the island of
Mykonos. Romans, Byzantines,
Venetians, Ottoman Turks and all
manner of pirates left their traces in
the time they dominated the island.
In the 18th and 19th centuries the
island became an important staging
post for foreign commercial vessels
plying the Mediterranean and became
a remarkable naval power. The 20th
century saw just another historical
change. Tourism began to become a
major force on the island. Nowadays,
Mykonos’ museums invite their visitors
to take a look into the past.
For more information about History, www.mykonos.gr

with two starting points
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Traditional

radition
When talking about Mykonos one
engages in an interesting game with
words. Traditionally speaking Mykonos
has been number one when it
comes of entertainment and dance.
However, tradition on the island
also means culture, gastronomy,
civilisation and pious dedication to
keeping ancient traditions alive.
For more information about Tradition, www.mykonos.gr

dish
seen differently
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Nowhere but Mykonos combines so
many different worlds under the
glare of the Cycladic sun.
The island’s golden sand, pebbles, and
crystal-clear blue-green waters are
just the start. Visitors will soon
discover that Mykonos’ beaches have
a life all of their own, their own
memories, and special friends who
visit them every single year; yet above
all they have their own personality.
For more information about Nature, www.mykonos.gr

Personalities

ature
built of sand
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rchitecture
White. In scientific terms, it’s the hue which contains all the other
colours. When talking about Mykonos, white is intimately bound up
with the island's very existence. Mykonians attach importance to
strong colours: "the cleaner the white, the more you appreciate the
red, blue, or brown next to it," as they commonly say.
For more information about Architecture, www.mykonos.gr

Architecture
bathed in white
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Delos

Travel by boat from international
Mykonos -home to so many
new trends- to international Delos,
renowned destination of antiquity, and
the birthplace of the sun god Apollo,
which perhaps explains why it is one of
the brightest places on earth according
to scientific measurements.
The island’s aura is overwhelming.
It is, of course, no coincidence that the
group of islands in which Mykonos is
located is called the Cyclades; the name
in Greek comes from the way in which
those islands ring or circle the sacred
island of Delos.
For more information about Delos Island, www.mykonos.gr

elos Island
the floating museum
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Mykono’s world

ifestyle
Europe, the Mediterranean Sea, Greece, the Aegean
Sea, the Cyclades, Mykonos. Mykonos is the
meeting place for more than one million visitors a
year; an island surrounded by blue-green waters,
blessed by favourable winds, bedecked in glowing
white Cycladic houses and located close to mythical
Delos… above all, though, it is a trendsetter. Having
joined its rich past with a different present,
Mykonos belongs to the future. Its secret, though,
is its people.
For more information about Lifestyle, www.mykonos.gr

everybody’s Mykonos
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Useful Info
Police: +30 22890 22 716, 22 235
Tourist Police: +30 22890 22 482
Municipal Police: +30 22890 28 890
G.N.T.O Information Office: +30 22890 25 250
Post Office: +30 22890 22 238
Port Authority: +30 22890 22 218
Airport: +30 22890 79 000
KTEL (Bus station): +30 22890 23 360
Taxi Station: +30 22890 23 700, 22 400
Town Hall: +30 22890 23 261, Fax: +30 22890 22 229
Health Centre: +30 22890 23 994, 23 998
Mykonos Hoteliers Acossiation: 30 22890 24540, +30 22890 24760, www.mha.gr, e-mail: mykhotels@otenet.gr
Union of Renting Rooms and Apartments: +30 22890 24 860, 26 860, www.mykonosfamilyhotels.com
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